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ABSTRACT 
 

Through the hasty growth of data generated by intelligent IoT devices, Federated learning (FL) seems to be a promising 

technique which provides distributed Machine Learning (ML) amenities at the same time protecting data privacy. FL is the 

novel form of Artificial intelligence (AI) which builds on decentralized data set up and carry out training which brings 

learning to devices. It’s mostly used in instances that involve security and privacy as the main concerns and empowers 

implementers to build secure learning environments. The federated averaging (FedAvg) is one the most used optimization 

algorithms that train models with a synchronized protocol. However, the algorithm is not realistic enough and communication 

efficiency issues tend to arise. The amount and distribution of collected data has a different training process because of 

varying sample sizes of devices. This paper carries out an in-depth review of FL and its asynchronous learning previous 

researches. Lastly, authors propose a privacy-preserving asynchronous FL framework for distributed healthcare care data that 

improves the model accuracy to health information. Although the framework is still being implemented it aims at guaranteeing 

improved communication amongst healthcare industry participants such as hospitals, clinics, laboratories, pharmaceuticals 

and many more facilities. 

 

Keywords: Artificial intelligence (AI), Federated averaging (FedAvg), Federated learning (FL), Machine learning (ML)  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We live in an era where a lot of machine learning algorithms are used in various projects and collecting data is also an important 

aspect in order to have a good model performance.  There are already existing applications such as google keyboard and google 

maps which are greatly used on daily basis [2] [3]. Through the high usage of internet of things (IOT) and social media there has 

been an increase of data generated in edge networks [8]. There have been regulatory restrictions such as GDPR, HIPAA, GLBA 

and CCPA which were formed to address issues of information privacy [4]. In 2018 the EU issued General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR) which means people’s awareness of data privacy increases [7]. Systems entail various levels of information 

privacy dependent on use case and data leakage is one of the issues faced, because it can occur during storage, transmission or 

even at the sharing phase [5]. There has been existing works that try to tackle this issue include of K-anonymity and I-diversity 

however some works undertake that the malicious attackers have little knowledge which may not always be the case. The authors 

of McMahan et al. [1] suggested a distributed machine learning system that can assure data privacy. FL is a machine learning 

technique also known as collaborative learning which trains algorithm across decentralized networks that have devices with local 

data samples without sharing their actual datasets [6]. An example of FL approach is whereby various devices are interconnected 

and can communicate with an aggregator in order to perform neural network training. In FL, a global neural network is stored on a 

central server, and the training process is carried out using data stored locally among many nodes. This technique differs with 

traditional centralized machine learning approaches in which local datasets are uploaded to a server. It is gaining its popularity 

ever since it was introduced back in 2016 by Google. Federated learning tends to solve problems encountered in traditional 

machine learning models such as those related to data security and privacy. This technique resolves concerns with scalability, 

model accuracy, and training time, allowing it to be applied to the development of improved models that address complex 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) issues. Studies [11] [12] define FL as a system that parties collaborate to train models without having 
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to exchange raw data and the output is a ML model for each party involved in the set up. The encrypted models are used by ML 

during the process and at the same time the involved party’s information is kept secure thus preserving privacy. Based on previous 

research, this technique may be classified into two types: synchronous and asynchronous federated learning [9] as depicted in 

figure 1. In synchronous FL a server chooses a part of nodes arbitrarily for iteration in every round When it comes to federated 

learning synchronization, McMahan et al. presented the FedAvg algorithm [10]. The technique trains models with only a few 

rounds of communication, while McMahan et al. contributed to the decrease of local update loading overhead by developing the 

concept of structured and sketched updates. However, in the Asynchronous FL set up a user node uploads and updates as long as 

the local iteration has been completed [9]. A global aggregation is performed often when local update is received and result 

calculations are returned to the node. The data required for training in AI model is huge therefore this has prompted distributed 

ML to arise. 

 

 
 

Figure -1: comparison of synchronous and asynchronous learning environments. 

 

1.1 Contributions 

The purpose of this study entails a description of FL and its already existing applications with the aim of contributing towards the 

better understanding of this. machine learning technique. Furthermore, our study will take a deep look into Asynchronous learning 

which is one of the categories of FL and look at how it helps in the process of information privacy. Even though there have been 

tremendous studies aimed at FL our study will also contribute towards a better understanding of the topic more especially since 

Asynchronous federated learning has gained popularity. Although there are many researches directed towards distributed FL there 

hasn’t been sufficient progress directed towards the tackling the issue of accuracy therefore our work aims at; 

• providing a complete overview of FL looking into some of its technologies to show case its usage in various scenarios in 

order to help understand ways of applying the technique in different industries with the aim of privacy-preserving data.  

• offering a wide-ranging overview of Asynchronous federated learning and identifying challenges encountered in the already 

existing works.  

• Proposing an asynchronous FL framework that improves the model accuracy 

 

1.2 Paper structure 

The following is a breakdown of our paper's structure: section 1 introduces the and authors highlight how information privacy 

continues to shift in Machine learning towards federated learning over the years. Section 2 examines federated learning classes 

and application areas. Additionally, section 3 provides an insight into existing asynchronous FL frameworks that other authors 

have come up with. Section 4 introduces the features of our proposed asynchronous FL framework on distributed healthcare data. 

Lastly section 5 is the paper’s summary.  

 

2. FEDERATED LEARNING  
The setting of the FL system may include evaluation metric for testing accuracy and model performance constraints. Given an 

assumption that we have i Parties f1…fi with data d1…di and a ML model Mt which is trained through merging parties information 

as dt=d1∪…∪ di [13]. The data owners who are the parties in this instance pass through the training process of the model 

represented as Mf and other parties fh hide their data dh from being viewed. Therefore, we can say FL gives them privileges to 

control their data access. Singh et al. suggest that FL system has to be as accurate when compared to the traditional method 

whereby if the accuracy of the model is specified as Mf and as Vf it has to be equivalent to the performance of Mt, Vt. The equation 

below suggests that ꝸ represents accuracy loss that is non-negative number [13]. 
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| Vf - Vt | < ꝸ 

 

2.1 Data partition FL 

This machine learning scheme is suitable in building models of data to be shared across innumerable domains and the fact that it 

can keep data private during the training process means that there will be leverage of smart features of ML by numerous domains 

[14]. It removes domain limits from the user's information and makes smart ML help available through collaborations and 

boosting the benefits of information across domains with similar and dissimilar interests. The statistical data resulting from user’s 

data is useful for several applications of domains. In a given instance whereby a user is online, their activity is captured to make 

statistical data and such use cases are often used by applications in domains. Based on data partition, we may classify FL as 

Horizontal FL (HFL), Vertical FL (VFL), and Federated Transfer Learning (FTL). 

 

2.1.1 Horizontal federated learning: 

HFL can be useful in an instance where information has feature space that is identical though sample space may be separate. 

Assuming that we are in a healthcare setup, where organizations such pharmacies, hospitals etc. are involved, based on their 

regional operations there’s the probability of their users varying and slight ordinary user set. Nevertheless, the feature space 

becomes the same since the nature of the healthcare is similar too. [16] describes a collaborative deep learning strategy in which 

numerous users learn an accurate neural-network model without sharing input datasets. Google in 2017 anticipated the usage of 

HFL framework towards Android phone mode updates in which phones locally update parameters and then upload them in the 

android system cloud [17]. [18] proposed a safe aggregation system that uses secure multiparty computation (SMC) to carry out 

an evaluation of model parameter updates that is secured by user's devices to ensure the privacy of aggregated user updates. On 

the other hand, instead of using SMC researchers opted to implement homomorphic encryption ensuring privacy preservation 

[18]. In 2019 Kim et al. came up with a system for mobile devices to update the local learning model in a blockchain based 

network setting. As figure 2 depicts, in stage 1 clients from a domain carry out training the global model. In stage 2, the trained 

global model is downloaded and each client utilizes it and training repeats again. 

 

2.1.2 Vertical federated learning 

VFL is an FL method which shares information amongst domains that are not related and is used in training global model [14].  

Users that often use this approach tend to prefer having a third-party establishment that is responsible for providing encryption 

logic towards the shared data even though it’s not obligatory as researchers in [20] implemented VFL without one. A scenario 

where VFL can be implemented is where a Company A and Company B that’s responsible for digital marketing is involved. 

Company A would request to know utmost procured items from online domains in order to develop their model. In this approach 

various features are combined for privacy-preservation manner in order to shape the model considering data from both parties 

collaboratively. Hence why the party involved is considered to have identical identity and status.  For the effective data partition 

Statistical analysis, gradient descent, safe linear regression and data mining are effective [21-26]. As figure 3 depicts in stage 1 

clients involve ought to contribute towards the training of the global model through sharing of encrypted local model updates. In 

stage 2 the trained global model is then downloaded and used by each client nod. The training rounds will then continue after the 

second stage has been completed. 

 

2.1.3 Federated transfer learning 

In a scenario where sample and feature space differ FTL is implemented. Considering the same scenario given above about a 

company A and Company B we can assume the possibility of having both of them in 2 different countries. In this instance 

geographical location is an issue at hand and their group of users have small intersection and feature space has small overlap 

because the type of business varies therefore, we can implement FTL. Research works such as [27-31] demonstrate the usage of 

FTL with much recent works like [32][33][34] that combine both machine learning algorithms and FL.  In figure 4 the first stage 

includes clients training a global model on the cloud using cryptographic methods, then follows the second stage that’s all about 

pre-trained cloud model and knowledge transfer learning being applied so as to get modified models.  

 

2.2 Data availability 

On the basis of data availability and nodes we can classify FL as Cross-silo FL and Cross-device FL. Both of these classes are 

explained below separately.  

 

2.2.1 Cross-silo FL 

Clients tend to be at a smaller scale, with numbers ranging from 2-200 devices indexed and ready for training. Horizontal and 

vertical learning are ways data for training can be classified. Henceforth, communication and computation will be the most 

important aspects of machine learning. In comparison to cross-device FL, cross-silo FL is more versatile and is more likely to be 

employed in companies for ML model training [14].in vertical and transfer learning, encryption is ideal for restriction purposes. A 

framework by [36] built on FATE [35] indicates the implementation of cross-silo combined with HE and also [37] proposed 

gradient quantization that relies on batch encrypt algorithm with the aim of reducing communication and computation issues.  

2.2.2 Cross-device FL 

cross-device FL involves a large number of users in a comparable domain and with similar interests. Due to large number of users, 

transaction logs become difficult to keep, especially when many of them connect over unreliable networks, where training rounds 

are selected at random. As a result, this strategy would be extremely useful for IoT applications [38]. 

 

2.3 Application areas 
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FL continues to transform into various industries such as healthcare, finances and many others as time goes on. There are cases 

where FL can’t be used to directly aggregate data for training the model. There are some instances where the data of the device is 

heterogenous and often traditional ML models can’t work in such scenarios. Hence FL’s applications in numerous industries can 

beneficial since it has found its way into edge computing, networking, robotics, cybersecurity, wireless communication and many 

others. Below are a few application areas of FL: 

 

2.3.1 Google keyboard 

FL has improved Gboard's query recommendations based on [39]. FL was used to power the functionality of the Google virtual 

keyboard. Users must meet a number of constraints in order to carry out FL processes, including environmental requirements, 

equipment standards, and language restrictions. The server also establishes a number of constraints, such as the target number of 

participants, the minimum user number required to run the round, the frequency with which training is conducted, the time limit 

for receiving user updates, and the percentage of users who must report back to commit a round. Training examples show that 

performance is high in the evening and that loss tends to occur. According to annotations, there is typically a little variation 

between the expected and actual query click-through rate during live deployment. Researchers in the work of [40] develop an 

advanced neural network model that outperforms centralized data model training. Furthermore, Ramaswamy et al. show the 

ability of a recurrent neural network to predict emojis from previous words on Google keyboard via federated learning. 

  

2.3.2 Healthcare informatics  

Medical organizations have a vast volume of data in their electronic health records (EHR), and it is frequently necessary to train a 

powerful medical model, however this is a difficult process because to the sensitive nature of the data [42]. The healthcare 

industry has transitioned from spread locations to a central database for analytical reasons, which has resulted in a slew of 

challenges, including rigorous rules, sensitive data that must be managed carefully during transfers, and so on. To solve these 

challenges, D. Liu et al. [43] suggested FADL, a FL-based technique in which the first layer of the neural network model is 

trained using data from all parties involved and the other levels model the data. Each cluster learns and shares a precise machine 

learning model, which enhances performance and efficiency. Through an intrusion detection system based on FL, Schneble et al. 

[45] have also contributed to the medical cyber physical systems business. Private information from the patient's devices, such as 

heart rate and others, is trained locally for global model advancements that can be utilized by other or the same patients to detect 

harmful activity. To create a high-performance model, similar patients with similar characteristics are clustered, and each cluster 

creates its own local and global model. Another federated transfer learning-based strategy has been proposed. Silva et al. [47] 

established another framework based on FL for biological data analysis, and this research work studies brain alterations from 

diverse disorders, including neurological ailments. With the deployment of FL, the authors of [48] and [49] established a medical 

imaging prediction framework for brain cancer segmentation, and their solutions facilitate multiple institution cooperation by 

sharing their locally computed models. Furthermore, differential privacy was used as a strategy for preventing information 

breaches in [49]. 

 

2.3.3 Wireless communication 

Although previous methods have proven inappropriate for sophisticated ML communication, FL has a significant role in wireless 

communication [70][71][72]. Zhao et al [73] conducted research on the use of FL in the fog radio access network (F-RAN) with 

the goal of lowering data offloading and model training costs in edge computing. Other research, such as Khan et al [74], have 

been proposed to address issues in the deployment of FL at the edge by incentivizing interaction between participants and servers. 

Wang et al. [75] developed a deep reinforcement learning over a Federated architecture that increases computation in the edge 

network to provide better quality services such as quick content delivery. FL has also been included into other recently suggested 

efforts by vehicular ad hoc networks, such as [76] [77]. 

 

2.3.4 Data security mechanism 

FL plays a significant part in data privacy and was developed with the goal of training machine learning models to keep personal 

data safe and secure. Several works based on FL with the goal of detecting assaults have been proposed. Another FL-based 

technique based on blockchain technology was proposed to handle the issue of data security and preventative maintenance of 

cloud-based intrusion detection systems [78]. Attack mitigation for smart city infrastructure can be done with blockchain FL [79]. 

Other studies to explore are the use of FL for privacy preservation in automotive cyber physical systems [80] and the use of FL in 

securing 5G heterogeneous networks with end-nodes and edge-nodes with attack detection capabilities [81]. FL has been applied 

in IoT systems with the goal of reducing IoT device vulnerabilities. Edge computing was designed to support and offload 

activities faced by IoT edge nodes because there are large computation loads on devices. Existing intrusion detection systems are 

ineffective when it comes to detecting corrupted IoT devices. Despite this, another study [82] offered an autonomous self-learning 

distributed system for detecting devices that had been compromised. 

 

3. RELATED WORKS   
In this section we shall look at the review of numerous articles from journals, conference proceedings, and online documents on 

several privacy preserving approaches presented based on asynchronous distributed federated learning that several authors have 

come up with. 

FL aggregators are edge servers that work with independent nodes as local learners to train the same machine learning model 

utilizing locally accessible data. The aggregator receives and aggregates weight vectors from local learners in each round of 

training. The next stage is to use corroborating data to test the model's performance. In McMahan et al. FL.'s framework 

technique, a subset of nodes can be chosen at random to perform global aggregation in each round [1]. Further research has been 

conducted based on the idea that IoT devices are identical and can communicate in a static network. As a result, in IoT setups, 

synchronous aggregation is considered to produce inadequate weight updates [50] [51]. Before the aggregated weight vector can 
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be aggregated, the aggregator at the edge server must wait for weight vectors from all nodes; otherwise, the slowest node becomes 

the bottleneck, causing the training process to be delayed. On the actual world, IoT devices are diverse and have heterogeneous 

processing resources, and communication in wireless networks is dynamic and guaranteed. Wang et al [51] looked into 

synchronous distributed machine learning and devised an approach for determining a flexible global aggregation frequency based 

on available resources. Similarly, in [53], the authors presented a distributed strategy for improving performance by sharing local 

training data. Other applications, on the other hand, are concerned about data privacy, and IoT devices are unlikely to share local 

data with outsiders. Some synchronous learning assumptions state that all nodes must communicate weight vectors for each 

training round, which can cause network congestion Additionally, waiting for the slowest nodes in schemes may cause a 

considerable delay. Unlike previous studies that assume synchronous updates, the asynchronous node selection technique makes 

use of available resources for computation on each node, allowing the learning process to be completed quickly.  

 

There have also been some efforts by [54] [55] to improve asynchronous FL. Nishio et al presented an asynchronous node 

selection technique for global aggregation in [55], with the goal of resolving network communication problems. Whereas Lian et 

al [54] created an algorithm that speeds up convergence in ML task without the need for a central parameter sever. Lian et al. [57] 

also designed an algorithm in 2018 that is robust in heterogenous environment that is asynchronous decentralized stochastic 

gradient decent (AD-PSGD). There have been other schemes of stochastic optimization methods that try to solve computational 

costs. Unfortunately, existing ones are often synchronous and don’t make efficient use of computational resources when there’s 

load imbalance. Parallel asynchronous particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) was proposed in [59] to enhance 

computational efficiency. However, meta heurists like PSO one for instance don’t necessarily guarantee ideal solution. Since end-

devices have limited communication bandwidth, an upgraded FL approach was proposed [58] that proposed an asynchronous 

learning strategy on clients and temporally weighted aggregation of local models on the server side to decrease client-server 

communication. Different layers of deep neural networks (DNNs) are categorized into shallow and deep layers in their work, with 

the deep layers' parameters being changed less frequently than the shallow ones. On the server side, a temporary weighted 

aggregation strategy was added to make advantage of previously trained models in order to improve model accuracy and 

convergence. However, the approach is not feasible enough because clients need to advance their local models in order to have 

better learning performance and reduced communication costs.  

 

Dijk et al. [60] suggested a paradigm that incorporates asynchronous federated learning as well as differential privacy. According 

to the suggested asynchronous federated learning, waiting times are eliminated, and overall network transmission is reduced. 

Their method tolerates biased input, which is a typical practice, and asynchronous FL with differential privacy does not appear to 

impair their model's accuracy more while increasing sample numbers. The framework records a decrease in communication 

between clients and servers, as well as a decrease in aggregated DP noise. Nevertheless, their framework does not absolutely 

guarantee security and privacy aggregation.  Chen et al. [52] offered an existing technique based on asynchronous FL in order to 

address the issues described. They created an asynchronous FL model by constructing a 0-1 knapsack optimization problem that 

may represent heterogeneous computing resources in an unstable network in their research. One of the scheme's disadvantages is 

that numerous factors must be addressed, such as IoT device mobility and battery capacity. During movement, the wireless 

connection may be lost, causing instability. As a result, prospective service migration buffers for holding weight vectors must be 

considered in this research. Furthermore, their work must expand its parameters in terms of security and privacy issues in order to 

mitigate external adversaries by the application of proper distance measurements that verify received updates. A technique for FL 

of deep networks that is based on iterative model averaging was proposed [61]. In their work FedAvg trains high quality models 

through the usage of relatively partial rounds of communication and the model is to be applied in practical settings. Nonetheless 

the assumptions made are not accurate in heterogenous devices. Due to varying edge device sampling rates, the volume and 

distribution of recorded data varies depending on the training process. Different latency and system configurations, such as 

processing speed, exist on edge devices. Furthermore, difficulties at edge devices may result in a lack of contribution from other 

edge devices to the FL model. Therefore, it is not the best although it’s the leading optimization method. Nevertheless, Chen et al 

[62] proposed an approach that tackles issues in [61]. They introduced an asynchronous online federated learning (ASO-Fed) 

system in which edge devices execute online learning with continuous local data flow and a central server collects model 

parameters from clients in their work. The work tackled the issue of computational loads in heterogenous edge devices including 

those that may lose connection. Nevertheless, the model is not enough due to communication bottleneck issues.  

 

Lu et al. [63] suggested a strategy for resource sharing in vehicle networks dubbed differentially private asynchronous federated 

learning scheme. To make their FL system more secure and robust, they combined it with local differential privacy to protect the 

privacy of the updated local models. They also used a random distributed update approach to eliminate security vulnerabilities 

associated with centralized curators, as well as updates verification and weighted aggregation to promote convergence. However, 

in a real-world scenario, their scheme is insecure. A privacy-preserving asynchronous FL mechanism for edge network computing 

(PAFLM) has been presented [64], which allows several edge nodes to obtain an improved efficient FL without needing to reveal 

sensitive information. In contrast to typical distributed learning, their approach anticipated a compression technique between 

nodes and the parameter server during training without affecting accuracy. The nodes work asynchronously, without needing to 

wait for other nodes or synchronize the learning process. However, their model is insufficient, therefore they can propose a new 

attenuation function for their task. Authors in [58] and [64] express similar unhappiness with their work because, to their 

knowledge, their analyses do not take into account the influence of data imbalance on optimization. A research of data imbalance 

and asynchronous aggregation algorithm on the FL system was proposed by Diwangkara et al. [65]. They looked at how the 

asynchronous aggregation approach affected convergence time and test results. They also created an asynchronous aggregation 

technique by adapting a stale synchronous parallel algorithm. Asynchronous aggregation in FL enhances optimization 

performance, but it can also degrade it, and it has little effect on modest differences in server-wise update frequency and a 

relatively balanced data distribution. Their work also ought to be tested with more hyperparameter for effectiveness. To address 
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issues in synchronous communication systems, Hao et al. [9] suggested a semi-asynchronous FL framework in which the data 

expansion method is employed to successfully minimize stragglers in both synchronous and asynchronous communication 

models. Their design enables nodes in the loop to obtain updated data without having to wait for other nodes. Their work, 

however, does not entirely address the issue of coordinated FL communication. It is inefficient in the area of reducing 

communication overhead, which prevents a large quantity of communication in an asynchronous operation. 

 

Despite the fact that asynchronous FL local models are uploaded immediately once the update is completed, they are still 

vulnerable to poison attacks. Furthermore, because of the randomness of uploading time in asynchronous FL, scheduling device 

uploading time is a difficult challenge. Authors in [66] presented an asynchronous FL algorithm and studied its convergence rate 

when distributed amongst various devices that have data constraints which are relative to training the same model in a device. 

However, it was not feasible enough and Cong et al. [67] improved their framework and proposed an asynchronous FL 

optimization method that improves flexibility and scalability. For strong convex and non-convex related issues, their work has 

globally optimal near-linear convergence. Nevertheless, their work did not consider the robustness of the system. The are other 

studies that have been proposed such as that by Feng et al. [68]. To assure the security and efficiency of FL, they developed a 

blockchain-based asynchronous federated learning framework in their study. They evaluated the participating rank and proportion 

of the local model learned in the blockchain-based asynchronous FL of the devices using a unique entropy weight approach. 

However, blockchain technology is not always effective in delivering a tamper-proof and secure FL system that can record device 

scores and models on a distributed ledger. Lu et al. [69] proposed another framework based on blockchain and asynchronous FL. 

Their system architecture is based on FL in order to reduce transmission burden and meet provider privacy concerns. They created 

a hybrid based blockchain solution that combines permissioned blockchain with local directed acyclic graph to increase the 

security and dependability of model parameters (DAG). Additionally, they implemented asynchronous FL framework through the 

adoption of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) for the sole purpose of selection so as to enhance efficiency. this approach shows 

impressive results which confirm its effectiveness when compared to already existing ones.  

 

Table-1: Summary of literature review 

Author  Research work Strength  weakness 

Dijk et al. Asynchronous Federated 

Learning with Reduced 

Number of Rounds and with 

Differential Privacy from Less 

Aggregated Gaussian Noise 

The scheme eradicates 

waiting times and 

decreases network 

communication which 

saves costs as well.  

Does not give assurance in 

terms of security and privacy. 

Chen et al.  Towards asynchronous 

federated learning for 

heterogeneous edge-powered 

internet of things 

 

Improved training 

efficiency for heterogenous 

IoT devices that are often 

in unstable communication 

networks.  

Plentiful issues ought to be 

addressed such as device 

mobility and battery capacity.  

 

Lack of security and privacy 

mechanisms that ease external 

adversaries.  

McMahan et al.  Communication-efficient 

learning of deep networks 

from decentralized data 

Aims at model training 

decoupling without 

essentially gaining direct 

access towards the training 

data.  

The model is not realistically 

accurate in heterogenous 

environments because of 

differing sampling rates and 

unavailable devices for 

instance.  

Chen et al. Asynchronous Online 

Federated Learning for Edge 

Devices with Non-IID Data 

Unlike synchronized FL 

frameworks the scheme 

enables a wait-free 

computation and 

communication. 

The scheme’s model is 

however not enough to tackle 

communication bottleneck 

issues.  

 

Lu et al.  Differentially Private 

Asynchronous Federated 

Learning for Mobile Edge 

Computing in Urban 

Informatics 

Secure resource sharing 

over vehicular networks 

through an incorporation of 

differential privacy into 

gradient descent training 

process.  

The framework is limited and 

in real-life scenario it is not 

secure enough. 

Lu et al. Privacy-Preserving 

Asynchronous Federated 

Learning Mechanism for Edge 

Network Computing 

Enhanced privacy for 

sensitive information 

sharing. 

Insufficient model which needs 

a new attenuation function. 

Chen et al.  Communication-Efficient 

Federated Deep Learning with 

Layer-wise Asynchronous 

Model Update and Temporally 

Weighted Aggregation 

Reduced communication 

costs and improved 

performance. 

The approach doesn’t take 

account for data imbalance. 

Diwangkara et 

al.  

Study of Data Imbalance and 

Asynchronous Aggregation 

Improved convergence 

time through asynchronous 

Inadequate testing 

hyperparameters.  
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Algorithm on Federated 

Learning System 

aggregation algorithm.  

Hao et al. Time Efficient Federated 

Learning with Semi-

asynchronous Communication 

Improved convergence rate 

by getting updated data 

immediately.  

Its efficient in reducing 

communication overhead. 

Sprague et al. Asynchronous Federated 

Learning for Geospatial 

Applications 

Their work laid a ground 

for deploying huge scale 

FL.   

 

 

 

It is not feasible enough. 

Cong et al.  Asynchronous Federated 

Optimization 

Improved flexibility and 

scalability 

The scheme doesn’t consider 

the system robustness  

Feng et al.  Blockchain-based 

Asynchronous Federated 

Learning for Internet of 

Things 

Reduced resource 

consumption and increased 

precision. 

Blockchain doesn’t always 

provide tamper-proof and 

security. 

Lu et al. Blockchain Empowered 

Asynchronous Federated 

Learning for Secure Data 

Sharing in Internet of Vehicles 

Enhanced model efficiency The framework needs to 

implement more secure privacy 

techniques 

 

4. FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 
FL is good machine learning paradigm however it still faces challenges of model accuracy therefore more factors should be taken 

into consideration. In case where by the participants are not available during training that affects the distribution process. There 

have been existing studies such as [83] that relied on multiparty cryptographic scheme that assumed participants are always 

available. On another study by [84] they assume that participants can become unresponsive and the available ones can carry out 

partial execution though threshold encryption however that is not secure enough. Therefore, to solve such a problem we propose 

an asynchronous federated learning framework that will improve accuracy and preserve privacy of distributed data. The system 

will rely on the healthcare data which is one of the industries that deal with sensitive information. This will greatly benefit the 

healthcare industry through promotion of big data sharing that doesn’t include complicated deterrents. The figure below portrays 

the asynchronous learning framework where by the server aggregates after it has received updates from the involved participants 

and then perform the feature learning. In this framework the central server has to update the central model after getting updates 

from the either of the available participants although others may not be available.  The participants in question keep their copies of 

the central model in the memory which means that there’s a possibility of copies varying from one participant to another. The 

server will then start the next iteration and distribution of new central model to participants that are ready after feature learning on 

the parameters in order to extract cross feature depiction.  

 

 
Figure-2: Architecture of the proposed framework 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
Federated learning technology was established to aid in extending ML benefits to domains that handle sensitive information. It’s 

fair enough to state that it contributes a lot in privacy preservation however it has its limitations and challenges when it comes to 

model accuracy. In this paper we have carried out a comprehensive study on FL including its classification and some of its 

applications. Furthermore, the study extended out to a review of existing works that try to solve challenges in FL’s accuracy 

through the use of asynchronous learning scheme. After evaluating numerous studies aligned with solving model accuracy issue, 
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we propose a novel asynchronous federated learning framework for distributed healthcare data. To the best of our knowledge this 

is the first study that presented a review of existing asynchronous FL frameworks. As relatively asynchronous learning still has 

room for improvements and discussions.  
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